We report measurements of inclusive IT' and y production in e+e-annihilation at c.m. energy EC m =4.028 GeV with the Crystal Ball detector at SPEAR. The decays'D*+?roD, D*+yD are observed and allow determination of the D *O-Do mass difference, production ratio and ~/IT' decay ratio's,
The total hadronic cross section in e+e-annihilation
is dominated above open charm threshold by the $"(3770) resonance, which decays into The apparatus and the selection procedure for hadronic events are described e1sewhere.l Figure 
Assuming a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance form of the 4" with an energy dependent width due to the closeness of the DE threshold,2 the mass M, hadronic width P and leptonic width Tee of the $(, can be determined. Figure lb shows the $" resonance after subtracting all other contributions.
In Table I , the results of the fit are given and compared with previous measurements, with which they agree well. The resonance at EC.,. =4.028 GeV serves as a source of D*, the decay of which into DIT~ or Dy will result in almost monochromatic go or y's due to the low Q value of production and decay. The width of the ITO or y energy distribution depends on the particle recoiling against Here we will measure the 71' and y directly.
In order to determine the r" energy spectrum, the invariant masses of all yy pairs in each event are calculated (Fig. 2) . A prominent peak at the IT' mass is observed above a background from uncorrelated pairs. The pairing which maximizes the number of 71° is chosen and by constraining the masses to the 11' mass, the energies of the photons Eyl* Ey2 are fitted and summed to form the 71' energy Ero=Ey1+Ey2. of the TT' spectrum for 18k hadronic events at E,.,.=4.028 GeV and Fig. 3b the corresponding spectrum from 36k hadronic events at the $", which is below the D*D threshold.
A distinct peak from the decay D*+.rr'D is seen for E =4.028 GeV (Fig. 3a) above tgembackground from D decays and non charmed background as determined at the $" (Fig. 3b) .
The IT' spectrum is fitted with the smooth $" background and the contribution from a Monte Carlo simulation of the following sources of 71': (-j) J)*"~*o+Do~o; (ii) D*"~o+~*oDo+Do~o~ (iii) D*+j)*-++JD+;
and (iv) &D-+ I)*-D++&+ as a function of the charmed meson masses m(D*'), m(D0).6 The fit gives the product of production cross section oj and decay branching ratios, BR, into no for the different D" modes (i>-(iv).
The spectrum is sensitive to the D*D*-/D*"~*o ratio, the D*'-Do mass difference and the D*E*/D*D production ratio.
The relative contribution of D*'E" and D*+D-cannot be determined.
A typical fit to the ITO energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 .
We determine the contribution from D*+D*-production to be small and find 
